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Two fundraising pages have been set up for Corinne Mitchell after a documentary aired this week that revisits the case

Over £1,000 raised for mother of Jodi Jones murderer

Luke Mitchell

Over £1,000 has been raised for the mother of convicted murderer Luke Mitchell in the wake of a new

documentary after two separate fundraising pages were set up.

The case of Midlothian teenager Jodi Jones, who vanished in June 2003 aged just 14, is the focus of

Channel 5's Murder in a Small Town, which aired this week.

Jodi's body was discovered assaulted and mutilated on a woodland path near Easthouses by her then

14-year-old boyfriend Luke Mitchell, who was later convicted for her murder after a 42-day trial.

Despite being found guilty of the crime and serving time in jail for 20 years, a now 32-year-old Luke has

always maintained his innocence.

Ex-detectives in the programme have also now claimed the convicted murderer is innocent, stating

that a number of leads were not followed up properly,

However, Police Scotland insisted a thorough investigation was carried out and said they are "satisfied"

that the right man is in prison. Jodi's mum also posted on social media: "Truth will always be truth,

regardless of lack of understanding, belief or ignorance."

Mitchell's mother, Corinne, said she would fight to the end to prove her son was innocent,

describing him as a "good lad, who had never been in any trouble with the police before.”

Corinne defended her son's alibi that he was at home cooking dinner at the time of the murder.

Though this was not held up in court and she was initially arrested for perjury before the charges were

dropped.

Speaking about the verdict, she said: “I'm not just saying he didn't do it because I'm his mother, I'm

saying that because he was with me, he was in the house."

To receive one WhatsApp message a day with Edinburgh Live's headlines, as well as breaking

news alerts, text NEWS to 07899067815. Then add the number to your contacts as 'Edinburgh

Live'.

Corinne has also shed light on life after her son's conviction. She revealed she had suffered from two

strokes and multiple heart problems, adding that her caravan business and home were targeted by

vandals, leaving her to live in an office with no heating or water.

One gofundme page, which has been set up to raise £5,000 for Corinne, has seen over £1,000 in

donations flood in. It reads: "Corinne Mitchell's life was ruined by a justice system gone wrong.

Although she has now been housed, this fundraiser is aimed at helping get Corinne back on her feet."

Elsewhere, a JustGiving has been launched to raise £500 for her. It urges: "Help Corrine Mitchell get a

proper home the woman is ill and can’t live the way she is". Over £300 has already been raised on the

page, which adds: "Let's all help Corinne Mitchell poor soul can't be left to live like that the woman is

ill."
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Corinne Mitchell, mother of Luke Mitchell, arriving at the High Court in Edinburgh in 2005  (Image: Andrew

Milligan/PA)
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